FooDi: Launch Event Terms and
Conditions
Personal Data that you give us or we collect from you. We may collect and
process the following Personal Data:

● Contact information, which you provide when corresponding with us by phone,
email or otherwise. This includes information you provide when you participate in
discussion boards or other social media and website activities.

● The information you give us may include your name, address, email address,
dietary requirements, phone number, financial information when subscribing for the
online event.

With regard to each of our on-line events we will automatically collect the following
information:

● Comments and share digital material, such as links, pictures, videos and
information shared in the chat and in the social medias during and after the
events

● A video record of the events.

● Survey and questionnaires (e.g. mentimeter, etc) responses for statistics of
our events

Use of the data collected:

● All the personal data and other data collected will only be processed for
internal purposes. The data will be processed and used anonymously (e.g.
statistics, success measurement)

● Videos and pictures as well as the records of the online events may be shared
online on our website and social network pages

● No personal data will be sold to third parties

Selling or renting your Personal Data

FooDi will never sell or rent your Personal Data to third parties without your opt-in
consent.

Security

Although we use security measures to help protect your Personal Data against loss,
misuse or unauthorised disclosure, we cannot guarantee the security of information
transmitted to us over the internet.

All information you provide to us is stored on secure servers.

Links to third party sites and services

Our Sites may contain links to third party websites, applications and services not
operated by us. These links are provided as a service and do not imply any
endorsement by us of the activities or content of these sites, applications or services
nor any association with their operators. FooDi - The Cooking Hub is not responsible
for the privacy policies or practices of any third party including websites or services

directly linked to our Service. We encourage you to review the privacy policies of any
third party site that you link from our Service.

YOUR RIGHTS - Correction and removal

If any of the information that we have about you is incorrect, or you wish to have
information (including Personal Data) removed from our records, you may do so by
contacting us at foodicookinghub@gmail.com

Responsibilities

By purchasing the tickets for these events you are asked to state any allergy or
dietary requirement. If nothing is stated we will assume there is none. Therefore,
FooDi - The Cooking Hub and its partners and sponsors are not responsible for any
allergic reaction or symptom caused by the food ingested or cooked.

Additionally, the events are online and FooDi has no control on the accidents or
health damage that might occur during the events. The events are not insured by
FooDi.

All food is purchased from third parties and not cooked or processed in anyway by
FooDi - The Cooking Hub, who is not responsible for the damage of the quality of
any of the ingredients. If any ingredient is not delivered in the expected conditions
and quality, this has to be reported before consumption and before the start of the
event.

FooDi - The Cooking Hub will only deliver food in Zurich. FooDi will not be
responsible for damages or accidents occured to the food during transport by post or

due to natural disasters, rubbery or any other accident that goes beyond FooDi - The
Cooking Hub control.

Intellectual Property

All intellectual property rights in and to the event, the event content, and all materials
distributed at or in connection with the Virtual Event are owned by Foodi - The
Cooking Hub or the Virtual Event sponsors or speakers presenting at the Virtual
Event. You may not use or reproduce or allow anyone to use or reproduce any
trademarks or other trade names appearing at the Virtual Event, in any Virtual Event
content or in any materials distributed at or in connection with the Virtual Event for
any reason without the prior written permission of FooDi - The Cooking Hub, unless
these material was published publicly (e.g. social pages).

Limitation of Liability

The views, opinions, and positions expressed by the speakers, attendees, or
sponsors at the Virtual Event are theirs alone and do not necessarily reflect the
views, opinions, or positions of FooDi - The Cooking Hub or any employee thereof.
Virtual Event makes no representations as to accuracy, completeness, timeliness,
suitability, or validity of any information presented by speakers, attendees or
sponsors at a FooDi - The Cooking Hub Virtual Event and will not be liable for any
errors, omissions or delays in this information or any losses, injuries or damages
arising from its display or use. FooDi - The Cooking Hub does not endorse, and
expressly disclaims all liability relating to, any of the products or services provided by
speakers, attendees, or sponsors.

Except as required by law, neither FooDi - The Cooking Hub nor its affiliates shall be
liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential costs, damages or

losses arising directly or indirectly from the Virtual Event or other aspect related
thereto or in connection with this Agreement.

The maximum aggregate liability of Virtual Event for any claim in any way connected
with, or arising from, the Virtual Event or this Agreement, whether in contract, tort or
otherwise (including any negligent act or omission), shall be limited to the amount
paid by you to FooDi - The Cooking Hub under this Agreement.

